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Chapter 1 : French Polynesia Sailing Vacation
He spoke of the difference between the journey and the destination and how lasting success was found at the latter.
Times, Sunday Times () There is a long road ahead but no need to be pessimistic about the final destination.

While Tunisia, Morocco and Egypt were the most popular holiday spots for French travelers just a few years
ago, now they prefer the Canary Islands and Greece. A decade ago, Tunisia was the most favorite destination
for French travelers. After the attack in the Bardo museum in , followed by the attack on the beach in Sousse,
it fell to the ninth place, before leaving the top 10 completely in The development of French tourism in Egypt
was similar. The Egyptian revolution, which started in the winter on the Tahrir Square in Cairo, the
resignation of the Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, the departure of his successor, Mohamed Morsi, in , and
a number of terrorist attacks resulted in a dramatic decline of tourism numbers. Between and , Egypt was the
third most popular destination for French travelers. However, in , the country was no more on the top 10 list.
Morocco was the second most popular destination ten years ago. Despite the Marrakech bombing in at a
popular tourist spot, which killed 17 people, the local travel industry was not harmed significantly. Today, the
country is the sixth most popular destination for French travelers. Turkey was another country that lost not
only the French tourists. The protests in spring , severely repressed by the police, and the attempted state coup
in the summer of harmed the reputation of the country. Turkey is also associated with the refugee crisis as
thousands of people flee Syria to Turkey. While Tunisia, Egypt, and Turkey were deserted by French
travelers, tour operators had to find alternative holiday destinations. Spain, Greece, Italy, Portugal, and
Croatia. The Canary Islands are the most popular. Because of the lack of accommodation, continental Italy
could not benefit so much from the redistribution of tourists but Sicily and Sardinia reported growing demand.
Continental Greece confirmed that tourism numbers are finally going up after the financial debacle of the
country. Greek islands are the second most popular destination for French travelers after the Canary Islands,
despite the refugee crisis. Portugal also benefits from the growing amounts of visitors from France â€”
currently it is on the eighth position of popularity. But again, the possibilities of their hospitality industry and
tourism services are not infinite.
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Chapter 2 : The 10 best destinations in France for wine
How to say destination in French What's the French word for destination? Here's how you say it.

Anthony Peregrine France has taken its time getting around to wine tourism. Our neighbours long considered
that their wine sufficed unto itself. It barely needed marketing, let alone the bells and whistles of tourism. The
latest figures available â€” for â€” suggest that wine-associated tourism attracted 10 million visitors, as against
7. Should you wish to add to it, here are 10 of our favourite French wine visitor experiences. They had lots,
but they were tedious. Particularly memorable is a banqueting chamber alive with holograms and a floor show
tackling wine, food and festivity through the ages. There are tastings, a panoramic restaurant up top and, from
March 23 to June 24, a temporary show exploring wine and music. But the region took early retirement from
international affairs to play to its real strengths: Here be fine wine, accommodation and the sense that the
revolution never quite got this far. The glorious gold-stone spot overlooks a ruffled landscape â€” hills, vines
topped with forest, artfully placed farmsteads â€” indicating that all is well with France. Serious information
about 2, years of wine is dressed in the liveliest clothes â€” videos, animations, theatrics, 3D cinema â€” and
set alongside wonderful gardens, a little train, crazy golf, a brasserie like an old station buffet and much else
besides. I love the Beaujolais and this place does it proud. A vineyard in the Beaujolais Credit: Jean Becker,
Zellenberg, Colmar, Alsace At the hinge of the Vosges mountains and Rhine plain, the Alsace wine route curls
between castle-capped hills and half-timbered villages where Alsaciens seek refuge from their hectic history.
Beamed and beaming family wineries abound. We favour Becker because the wines are outstanding, the
welcome from multilingual Martine Becker warm and bracing, and the range of visitor possibilities wide.
Guided vineyard walks kick off at 6. Cookery classes may be arranged. Call on â€” Mme Becker speaks better
English than you do vinsbecker. Champagne Champagne is as tooled up, and rewarding, for visitors as any
French wine region. He will usher you from highways to byways, exceptional cellars, standout restaurants and
five-star hotels. He will also, if required, spill over into Alsace or Burgundy. Going solo, the best major house
visit is provided by Taittinger, with its extraordinary cellars under Reims taittinger. Fine family house visits
may be had at Cramant, with Voirin-Jumel champagne-voirin-jumel. A vineyard near Reims Credit: The good
news is that, having drunk the wine, one may also stay here. The family welcome is as from the country
squirearchy and the vineyards and gardens may be wandered at will farciesdupech. View our best selection of
food and drink themed escorted tours 7. Some acres of vines and 1, of forest are ideal for roaming or cycling,
guided or solo. Remaining energy may be spent on tennis or cookery classes, or in the gym. She died in , was
dug up in , found to be pretty much as was, and put on display. She lies still intact, if slightly blackened. Her
eyes are in a case in the wall. They appear to be winking. Overseeing the whole is a terrific Chagall mosaic
and a relief and bronze lantern by Giacometti. Reflect upon this, then repair for a restorative. The 17th century
folly and exquisite gardens have far too much dignity and treasure to be swallowed up. Gather the roses of life
today.
Chapter 3 : destination translation French | English-French dictionary | Reverso
With Reverso you can find the English translation, definition or synonym for destination and thousands of other words.
You can complete the translation of destination given by the English-French Collins dictionary with other dictionaries
such as: Wikipedia, Lexilogos, Larousse dictionary, Le Robert, Oxford, GrÃ©visse.

Chapter 4 : â€¢ Favorite winter holiday destinations of French tourists | Survey
With Reverso you can find the French translation, definition or synonym for destination and thousands of other words.
You can complete the translation of destination given by the French-English Collins dictionary with other dictionaries
such as: Wikipedia, Lexilogos, Larousse dictionary, Le Robert, Oxford, GrÃ©visse.
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Chapter 5 : destination - Wiktionary
Translation for 'destination' in the free English-French dictionary and many other French translations.

Chapter 6 : destination translation English | French dictionary | Reverso
Located between Cannes and Nice, Antibes is a popular tourist destination that was once known as Antipolis. The port
town was originally established as a Greek trading post and before being ruled by the Grimaldi family from the 14th- to
the early 17th-century.

Chapter 7 : destination - French translation - calendrierdelascience.com English-French dictionary
English Translation of "destination" | The official Collins French-English Dictionary online. Over , English translations of
French words and phrases.

Chapter 8 : Greece is a favorite destination for French travelers - Î§Î¡Î—ÎœÎ‘ & Î¤ÎŸÎ¥Î¡Î™Î£ÎœÎŸÎ£ calendrie
destination - traduction anglais-franÃ§ais. Forums pour discuter de destination, voir ses formes composÃ©es, des
exemples et poser vos questions. Gratuit.

Chapter 9 : Destination Weddings - A French Destination Wedding
Corsica is a laid-back French island, with a breezy vibe that's part European weekend and part tropical honeymoon. The
port city of Bastia flings its arms wide open to weary travelers disembarking from a long ferry trip.
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